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Hello all 

As you all know 420 is fast approaching. This event will be held in 
a fenced area of Robin Williams Meadow area on Saturday 
4/20/19 

Many agencies within the city are working hard to prepare for this 
event, ensuring the safety of all and making every effort to      
mitigate the impact on the surrounding neighborhoods. 

Typically the event kicks off around 11am and we are anticipating 
upwards of 15,000 attendees. The smoke out happens at 420pm 
and then shortly after that attendees exit the event. There will be 
buses available at the Kezar Drive exit to transport attendees out 
of the area to downtown. Typically many people make their way 
down Haight St. To accommodate the entry and exit from the 
event we close Kezar drive to vehicular traffic and redirect traffic. 
We anticipate this will happen approximately 3pm and reopen by 
6pm. This prediction is based on last year’s event. Of course if 
possible we will make this time frame as short as possible but it 
will be based on what is safest for all involved. We will also be 
closing streets in the Haight Street area but of course residents 
will be allowed entrance with proof of residency. 

In the following Newsletter pages there is information regarding 
street closures with suggested alternate routes and a station 
phone hot line that will be operational on the day 4/20 from 
11am to 6pm. This hotline will allow residents to call in with     
issues they are seeing or experiencing that require                       
non- emergency response. If it is an emergency situation call 911 

We have also included information regarding how to check muni 
re-routes. 

http://sanfranciscopolice.org/chief-police
http://sanfranciscopolice.org/chief-police
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      One note of caution if you are attending the event please 
ensure you are buying your marijuana from a legal vendor. 
There will be no legal sale of marijuana in the event. Buying 
marijuana on the street and not from a legal vendor exposes 
you to marijuana that may be laced with other drugs. Last year 
we had numerous attendees pass out form using marijuana 
laced with fentanyl. Fentanyl is one of the strongest opiate 
drugs on the market being 50 to 100 times stronger than 
morphine. A tiny bit too much can be fatal. When dealing with a 
fentanyl overdose the first responder treating the individual is 
also at risk as the fentanyl can be absorbed through the skin. It 
is crucial that the first responders wear gloves and that all first 
responders carry an antidote for Fentanyl/opioid which they 
can administer at the scene prior to the individual being 
transported to the hospital. If you encounter an individual 
passed out on the street please call 911 and avoid making 
direct contact with the individual. 

  Be safe 

  Captain Una Bailey 

                Park Station 

CAPTAIN BAILEY’S MESSAGE CONTINUED 
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 4/20 - Day in the Park 
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 4/20 - Day in the Park 
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Anyone traveling in San Francisco can check www.sfmta.com, or 

call 311 to find out, which of the 83 Muni lines will get them 

where they want to go.   

Contact the San Francisco Customer Service Center by calling 

311 within the city, or 415-701-2311. 

For details of Muni re-routes,  

visit http://www.sfmta.com/news/alerts.  

This website will be updated when it is closer to the event date. 

4/20 - Day in the Park 

https://www.sfmta.com/
https://www.sfmta.com/news/alerts
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 4/20 - Day in the Park 
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FENTANYL 
If you believe someone has been exposed to 

Fentanyl call 911 immediately. 
 

 

 Fentanyl can be in a variety of forms ( e.g., powder, tablets, capsules, solutions, 
and rocks) 

 Inhalation of airborne power is most likely to lead to harmful effects , but less 
likely to contact than skin contact. 

 Personal Protective Equipment is effective in protection you from exposure 
(e.g., gloves and mask) 

 Slow breathing or no breathing, drowsiness or unresponsiveness, and 
constricted or pinpoint pupils are the specific signs consistent with fentanyl 
intoxication. 

 Naloxone is an effective medication that rapidly reverse the effects of fentanyl.  

 

Fentanyl information 
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As you may or may not know we have ten district stations in the city of San 
Francisco and for the first time in the history of the Department we have 
three female station captains, Bayview Station Captain Valerie Matthews, 
Richmond Station Captain Michelle Jean and myself, the very proud 

captain of the Park District.  

WOMEN MAKING S.F.P.D. HISTORY 
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On Tuesday April 9, 2019 community members met with Captain Bailey and Park Station 
Officers at Martha & Bros Coffee for Coffee with a Cop. Approximately 25 community 
members had the chance to talk with Captain Bailey and Park Station Officers about 

concerns in their neighborhood. 

 

 

Coffee with a Cop 
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On April 4, 2019 Officer Granucci visited Clarendon Elementary School, Officer 
Granucci read the book, Officer Buckle and Gloria to the students and talked to the 

student about personal safety.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community Engagement 



 

 

Park Station Officer’s Davies and Sweeney spent time near the Conservatory of 
Flowers in Golden Gate Park making sure residents and tourists are aware of our 
Park Smart Safety tips. They discussed keeping their valuables and belongings 
out of sight, or taking them with them while enjoying the park and other areas in 
the City.   
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Community Engagement 
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A JOB WELL DONE 
On February 10, 2019 at approximately 6:00 PM Officers responded to Fulton and 
Masonic and a report of a stolen laptop. The first Officers arrived on scene and met 
with the victim and a witness.  Officer Villaarin and Officer Salazar gave a detailed 
description over their police radios of the suspects and the laptop that was stolen. 
 

The following Sergeants and Officers responded to the area to search for the 
suspects and stolen laptop: Sgt. O’Malley, Sgt. Friedman, Sgt. Salazar, Ofc. Aguirre, 
Ofc. Riechsteiner, Ofc. Cheng, Ofc. Asare, Ofc. Lewis, Ofc. Coronado, Ofc. Prescott, 
Ofc. Murphy, and Ofc. Street. A short time later one of the suspects was seen hiding 
between two vehicles, this suspect was detained. The victim and witness could not 
positively identify the suspect as the person who stole the laptop, so he was released. 
 

The above Sergeants and Officers continued to search the area for the others 
suspects and stolen laptop. Unfortunately they were not located, but the laptop was 
found in the area where the suspect was hiding and it was returned to the victim. This 
investigation took a total team effort. The victim was very appreciative of the all the 
work the Sergeants and Officers did to get her laptop back and sent the following 
thank you note. 

 

Thank you 
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Captain Bailey has named Marylou Para and her cousin Olivia Para 
Citizens Of The Month for the month of April  
 
This month I am nominating Marylou Para  and Oliva Para as our citizens of the month. Although  their home 
was a victim of a burglary Marylou and Olivia had taken several steps that allowed us the SFPD to 
successfully arrest the perpetrator in their case. 

#1 The home has an app (part of the NEST program) which notifies them when someone opens their door. 

#2 The home has a surveillance camera that provided video footage of the suspect entering their home and 
exiting with the stolen items 

#3 One of the stolen items taken was a device that had a tracker which allowed them to track the device to a 
tent in the Mission. 

#4 At this time they smartly called the police. Marylou assured me she would never have approached the 
suspect/s and that is why she immediately called the police. 

#5 Police responded and made the arrest of the individual who was in possession of the stolen property. This 
individual was on probation for burglary. All the victim’s property was recovered. 

What a great end to an invasion of their home. This victim’s success was based on all the steps she and her 
cousin had taken to keep their home secure and safe and even though the culprit had made entry into her 
home her proactive steps allowed us to make an arrest. 

  

Thank you Marylou and Olivia, congratulations. 

  

Takeaway lesson- get your surveillance camera, your app that notifies you of someone entering your home 
and put a tracker on any device that is of value. 

Be safe and do everything you can to prevent being a victim but if you are take all the precautions that will 
allow us to take these predators into custody. 

Citizen of the Month 
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Captain Bailey has named Mike Chicas Officer of the Month for the month 
of April  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

OFFICER OF THE MONTH 
Mike Chicas 

 

Officer Chicas began his career in law enforcement in 1996. He worked for the Redwood City 
Police Dept. for 4 years, followed by 13 years with the Belmont Police Department before 
joining the SFPD in 2013. He has held many specialty assignments during his career and is 
currently assigned as one of the traffic units for Park Station. Officer Chicas has been a 
Specialist with the Department’s Special Operations Group for almost 4 years. Officer Chicas 
enjoys working in the Park District because of the scenery. In his off time he enjoys playing 
soccer with the SFPD soccer team, ice hockey, working out and enjoys commuting on his bicycle 

to work. 

Officer of the month 
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 DISTRACTED DRIVING 
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 DISTRACTED DRIVING 
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 Some of Park Station’s Arrests for the week 

  

Civil Sidewalks, Booking, Warrant Arrest, Local SF Warrant/ Area of Waller St. -04/05/19 08:38 Hours 
While on patrol, officers observed a person sleeping on a mattress under a rug in violation of the City’s sit/lie 
ordinance. The subject identified himself to the Officers, a computer check of the subject   revealed that he had 
two outstanding misdemeanor warrants for his arrest.  Subject was placed under arrest and transported to 
County Jail. 
 
Driving, No License Issued, Traffic Violation Arrest/ Area of Shrader St. -04/05/19 14:06 Hours 
While travelling in the area of Shrader St. officers observed a vehicle with an expired license plate tags. A 
computer query revealed the registration was expired as of 12/20/18. A traffic stop was conducted on the    
vehicle, Officers made contact with the driver whom stated that she did not have a driver’s license. Driver also 
was unable to provide current insurance for the vehicle,  Driver was issued three citations at the scene and her 
vehicle was towed. 
 
Sex offender, failure to register for sexual assault of adult. Resisting, delaying, or obstructing peace   
officer duties, Municipal code violation. Haight/Clayton St. 4/3/19 20:09 Hours 
Park Station sergeant responded to the area of Haight/Clayton regarding a complaint of subjects hanging     
outside a bar called “Hobson’s Choice Bar.” The foot beat officers also responded out to assist with the 
call.  Upon arrival, the Park sergeant spotted a subject, later identified as Rozell, in the group in violation of 
the SIT/LIE ordinance which is enforceable between 0700 and 2300hrs. The sergeant approached the group 
and made contact with Rozell and informed him that he was in violation of the SIT/LIE ordinance.  Rozell 
stood up and began to walk away from the sergeant. The sergeant took hold of Rozell’s jacket, but he spun out 
of his jacket and ran away. Rozell’s description, and direction of flight was immediately put out on the radio. 
Rozell was eventually taken into custody by the foot beat officers without any further incident. Rozell was 
transported back to Park Station for further investigation where it was discovered he was an unregistered     
felony sex offender out of Hawaii. Rozell was booked accordingly for the above listed charges. 
 
Threat or force to resist executive officer, violation of Stay away order, resisting, delaying or               
obstructing peace officer duties. 4/6/19 1828 Hours Haight/Clayton St. 
Park Station SIT sergeant was walking W/B on the north side of Haight St approaching Clayton when he  
spotted a subject, Flynn,  standing on the south east corner. The sergeant knows Flynn from an assault case he 
is currently working, and further knew that Flynn had a stay away order for the area he occupied.  Flynn was 
ordered to stop where he was at, but ignored the sergeant by walking away. The park sergeant repeated his 
lawful order for Flynn to stop, but he continued to walk away and yelled back to the sergeant, “I’ll f*** your 
shit up, I’ll kill you!”   Flynn’s description and direction of flight were put out over the radio.  Another unit 
attempted to cut off his direction of flight and ordered him to stop, but he continued to run away towards the 
Panhandle. Flynn was eventually taken into custody by the Park Station foot beat Officers without any further 
incident. Flynn was subsequently booked for the above listed charges 
 
Civil Sidewalks, Booking, Warrant Arrest, Local SF Warrant/ Area of Waller St. -04/07/19 07:31  

While on patrol, officers were dispatched to the area of Waller Street to a suspicious person call. On arrival 

officers observed two males sleeping on the sidewalk in violation of the Sit/Lie ordinance. Officers made   
contact with the subjects, a computer query on the subjects revealed that one subject had a misdemeanor     
warrant  for his arrest. The other subject was clear of any warrants. One subject was placed under arrest and 

transported to County Jail. The other subject was cited for the Sit/Lie ordinance.  
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Various Crimes that occurred in the Park District  

(from Monday, 04/01/19 to Sunday, 04/07 /19) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

District Crime Map 

                                       = Auto Burglaries          = Robbery 

                       = Assaults                    = Burglary           
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Theft from a Vehicle:  

 (13 reported incidents of theft from vehicles occurred from 04/01/19 to 04/07/19) 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Theft from Vehicle 

INCIDENT TYPE DATE / TIME LOCATION SUSPECT DESCRIPTION 
SUSPECT        
VEHICLE 

06240 - Theft, From Locked 
Vehicle, Att.  

04/01/2019 

04:40:00  
2400 block of 15th St  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
$200-$950  

04/01/2019 
10:20:00  

John F Kennedy Dr /   

Middle Dr East 
Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
>$950  

04/01/2019 
15:30:00  

St Josephs Ave / Eddy St  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
>$950  

04/03/2019 

21:30:00  
Masonic Ave / Haight St  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
>$950  

04/04/2019 

16:30:00  
Twin Peaks  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
$200-$950  

04/04/2019 

19:50:00  
Twin Peaks  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
>$950  

04/05/2019 

16:15:00  
Twin Peaks  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
$200-$950  

04/05/2019 

17:02:00  
Twin Peaks  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
>$950  

04/05/2019 

20:00:00  
Twin Peaks  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
$50-$200  

04/06/2019 

09:15:00  
600 block of Duboce Ave  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
>$950  

04/06/2019 

15:00:00  
1300 block of Waller St  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 
>$950  

04/07/2019 

10:00:00  
Waller St / Ashbury St  Unknown  Unknown  

Theft, From Locked Vehicle, 

$200-$950  
04/07/2019 

12:25:00  
Twin Peaks  Unknown  Unknown  
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Aggravated Assaults and  Burglary 

Aggravated Assault Incidents:  

(0 reported incident of aggravated assaults occurred from 04/01/19 to 04/07/19) 

INCIDENT TYPE DATE / TIME LOCATION SUSPECT DESCRIPTION 
SUSPECT     
VEHICLE 

     

Burglary Incidents:   

 (3 reported incidents of burglary occurred from 04/01/19 to 04/07/19) 

INCIDENT TYPE DATE / TIME LOCATION 
SUSPECT                  

DESCRIPTION 

SUSPECT        
VEHICLE 

Burglary, Residence, 
Forcible Entry  

04/02/2019 

00:45:00  
2100 block of 15th St  Unknown  Unknown  

Burglary, Residence, 
Att. Forcible Entry  

04/03/2019 

14:45:00  
400 block of Corbett Av. Unknown  Unknown  

Burglary, Other 
Bldg., Unlawful Entry  

04/04/2019 

21:00:00  
400 block of Warren Dr  Unknown  Unknown  

INCIDENT TYPE DATE / TIME LOCATION 
SUSPECT                

DESCRIPTION 

SUSPECT           
VEHICLE 

     

Robbery Incidents:  

         (0 reported incidents of robbery occurred from 04/01/19 to 04/07/19) 
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 UP COMING EVENTS 
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 UP COMING EVENTS 
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 UP COMING EVENTS 
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 UP COMING EVENTS 
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 UP COMING EVENTS 
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Safe Bike Registry 
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Safe Bike Registry 
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Safe Bike Registry 
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Safe Bike Registry 
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 SYRINGE DISPOSAL 
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 SAFE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE RECOMMENDATIONS 
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 SAFE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE RECOMENDATIONS 
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SF311 APP 
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Park Smart Campaign 
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If the interim use of this location is important to you then you should 

contact the Mayor’s office of Housing and Community Development at 

the below listed website. 

 

http://sfmohcd.org/730-stanyan 

 

Interim use of 730 Stanyan Street 
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The next 

Community Meeting  

Is on  

Tuesday, 05/14/19.    

Park Station Community Room 7:00 PM 
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Park Station’s Vision & Values 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 I absolutely love police work and I love all that we as SFPD can do to help victims, 

solve and prevent crimes, and I am a firm believer in the power of the community. We, as a  

department, are only as successful as our partnerships with the community. I learned very early 

in my career how important community involvement is both in solving and preventing crimes 

and also in the creation of safe desirable neighborhoods. I look forward to building and  

maintaining community involvement and relationships over the coming years. I know that 

when we work together, we will create a district that will be safe and sound for all. 

 

 

   

Captain Una Bailey 



 

 

 

Park Police Station  

Park Station’s Social Media 

  

    San Francisco Police Department 

 

   Connect with the SFPD and Your Community - 

    Read Our Park Station Newsletters! 

 

  Please follow the link below to subscribe to our newsletter: 

 http://sanfranciscopolice.org/park-newsletters 

Please follow us on Twitter:  

@SFPDPark 

For any questions or concerns, please contact us at Park Station’s email: 

sfpdparkstation@sfgov.org 

Page 40 
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 3-1-1: Please contact 3-1-1 when the issue is a not an emergency, yet requires City 

services or, if you simply have questions regarding City services. Non-emergency situations 

include the following examples: damage to public property,  public trees that requires pruning, 

defective streets or sidewalks, homeless-related issues. 3-1-1 was developed to help the 

community inform the appropriate City agency regarding a service request.  

 SF 3-1-1 APP is available to use on your mobile device. Download the APP and its 

easy to use for many Non-emergency.  

  

 Non- Emergency San Francisco Dispatch Line: Pease call the non- emergency 

dispatch line (415-553-0123) when the scenario does not need immediate response from the 

San Francisco Police Department. For example, if there is a loud party, a group of loud 

juveniles loitering in front of your residence, noise complaints, doubled parked vehicles, 

suspicious activities, or a homeless/nuisance related issue. The non-emergency line is for 

situations that require the police, but do not require an immediate police response.  

 9-1-1, please call 9-1-1 immediately if there is a police, fire, medical, or any other 

emergency. The purpose of San Francisco's 9-1-1 Emergency Telephone System is to 

provide the community an immediate response of police, fire, or medical personnel for 

emergency occurrences. To accomplish this, it is imperative that the calls received on the 9-1-1 

line be restricted to those situations that require immediate dispatching of police, paramedic, or 

fire department personnel. For example, crimes or fires that are in-progress, or medical 

emergencies. 

 The San Francisco Police Department district station telephone numbers and emails are 

not monitored. Questions will be answered in the order we receive them. Station emails are not 

for making police reports nor for reporting a crime. If you need to make a police report, you 

can call 415-553-0123 or go to your district police station. If you have an emergency, please 

call 9-1-1. 

 

 

 

Who and when to call? 
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 Special Events    
  Officer Alaric Wu             alaric.j.wu@sfgov.org 

 
 

Permits/ Code Abatement 
  Officer Alaric Wu    alaric.j.wu@sfgov.org 
 
 

Day Lieutenant   
  Lieutenant Randy Caturay  randy.caturay@sfgov.org 
 

 
        Day Lieutenant  
  Lieutenant  Christopher Wilhelm christopher.wilhelm@sfgov.org 
 
 

Night Lieutenant  
  Lieutenant David Maron  david.s.maron@sfgov.org 
 

 
Night Lieutenant  

  Lieutenant Tammy Halley  tammy.halley@sfgov.org
 

 

Investigations Lieutenant 
   
   Lieutenant  Eric Altorfer                    eric.altorfer@sfgov.org              
 
 

Commanding Officer    
  Captain Una Bailey   una.bailey@sfgov.org  
   

Park Station Sector Sergeants Contacts 

mailto:alaric.wu@sfgov.org
mailto:alaric.wu@sfgov.org
mailto:john.sanford@sfgov.org
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  Captain Una Bailey    Park Police Station 

  Commanding Officer    1899 Waller Street 

  Park Police District    San Francisco, CA 94117 

  415-242-3030     415-242-3000 

  Emergency Crimes in progress: 911  

  Number to use if calling 911 from a cell phone: 415-553-8090 

  SFPD Non Emergency line: 415-553-0123  

  Park Station Tip line: 415-731-2865 

  Operation Outreach Homeless Issues: 415-309-0806  

  Park District Permits: Officer Wu: 415-242-3033 

 

 SFPD Website www.sfgov.org/police (Includes on-line reporting of Theft, Lost  Property, 

 Vandalism, Vehicle Burglary or Tampering, Harassing Phone Calls. The SFPD website also 

 provides crime maps.) 

 SAFE - 415-553-1984, call to learn more about SAFE, schedule a home assessment   

 or start a neighborhood watch. 

 311: Call 3-1-1 / TTY: 415-701-2323.  

  

 For any questions or concerns, please contact us at Park Station’s email: 

sfpdparkstation@sfgov.org  

Contact information 

http://www.sfgov.org/police

